MAXIMIZE RELIABILITY AND EFFICIENCY
Replace outdated plate valves and poppet valve designs

MAXIMUM GAS FLOW = HIGHER EFFICIENCY
Fully-machined, high grade, ductile iron providing smooth generous gas passages

MORE DURABLE AND LONG-LASTING
Saving on labor and maintenance resulting in less expensive repairs

MORE TOLERANT OF LIQUIDS AND IMPURITIES Running longer between overhauls, reducing compressor downtime

IMPROVES FLOW CHARACTERISTICS
Special poppet design made from Resilon-T PC405™

FIELD REPAIRABLE & SIMPLIFIES SPARE PARTS INVENTORY One size poppet and spring

SPECIALY DESIGNED FOR
Ariel KBB, KBV, KBZ, JGV and JGZ, Enterprise, Ajax and Dresser Rand units

SPEED: 300-1000 RPM

For more information or a quote, call 800.879.2326 or 713.664.7333 or email cecosales@ceconet.com.